Mantis Security

Brand Development Proposal

The Brand Development Process
My proposal is a simplified version of the Lean Branding
approach. It is summarised in the following pages.
The approach involves incremental brand improvements,
where new insights are remixed, reworked and reused into
existing brand ingredients to keep the brand fresh and also
retain the brand recognition that was developed over the
years. The process involves developing positive, motivating
associations by learning from the audience.
Brand development can be integrated into everyday business
activities, service delivery and product development and
enhance all business operations and strategies.
To execute brand tactics - involve your team, your board,
clients or anyone else who can add value to the effort.

Continuous cycles of improvement
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Brand goals

Brand ingredients

Your brand is defined as a relationship between
your business and an audience. It is the story
that the audience recall when they think about
you. This story starts with a promise about how
you add value to their lives.

Brand Story

The promise is represented by visual symbols,
and is shared through a strong communications
strategy to develop innovative, meaningful
relationships with your audience on a shared
journey of value creation.
•

Make your brand the most obvious choice

•

Stand for something motivating

•

Discover new opportunities and value

•

Build passionate relationships

•

Minimise risk by measuring outcomes

•

Satisfy passionate, committed clients

•

Clear up any misunderstanding

•

Incrementally implement changes

•

Be distinctive, immediately recognisable

•

Evoke strong, instinctive positive responses

•

Encourage repeat business, re-channelling

•

Lead the way

Differentiate the brand with a unique, empathetic
story to build passionate relationships with your
audience. The story focuses people’s attention
on positive aspects of the brand, and establishes
those ideas firmly in their minds so that it triggers
a strong instinctive response. The brand story is
about:
•

The founders

•

What you stand for as a business

•

What is the unifying rallying point

•

Why the audience should care

•

How does the brand take clients from A to B

•

What is the vision for the company

Story Artefacts
•

Use brand assets to project the story

•

Evoke emotion and engage people with who
you are

•

Reflect the relationship that is forming

•

Compelling invitations
•

Communicate desire for a relationship

•

Calls to join a journey of shared value

•

What, where and how to say it will impact
on how people respond
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Brand identity

Brand Strategy

•

Brand’s Name

•

Brand Positioning

Show a commitment to listening to clients and
offer value through marketing channels:

•

Brand Promise

•

Customer feedback

•

Brand Personality

•

Social media

•

Emotive value of the brand - know what
identifies the brand and what instinctive
associations are triggered by them.

•

Landing pages

•

Search engine optimization

•

Content: blogging

•

PR: communications pieces, events

•

Paid advertising

•

Email list

•

Video

•

Review systems

•

Media relations

•

Point-of-purchase

•

Partnerships

•

Client Persona

•

Client Persona Demographic Profile

•

Client Personas Psychographic Profile

•

Our Brand Journey timeline, milestones

•

Pricing

Visual Identity
•

The visual identity system about the offer

•

Emotional-value in the client’s mind

•

Brand assets guidelines

•

Logo

•

Typography

•

Colour scheme

•

Templates and other collateral

•

Stationery

•

Brochure

•

Website
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Brand Development Process
Initial audit

3. Measure

1 month: (16 hours – R4500)

Weeks 3-4: 2 weeks (in-house)

Logo update – (R1500 included in audit fee)

Measure improvement for effectiveness

•

Document existing cid guidelines

•

Brand audit survey

•

Brand audit review

•

Document backlog of requirements

1. Develop

•

Design experiments: (a) define measurable
behaviour, (b) define target metrics (c) record
results

•

Iterate: Use data to design new assumptions

•

Validate: Find real people to validate whether
assumptions are correct

•

Measure results: Define conversion goals for
channels and measure whether they are met

•

Asset effectiveness: Design brand-market-fit
tests for brand assets

Week 1-2: – 1-3 sessions (8 hours – R2000)
Select items from backlog for improving fit and
differentiation
•

•

•

Ideation: Design new brand directions (pivot
ingredients). Break problems into component
parts, look for connections between insights.
Innovate through assumptions about insights:
If we do X, Y% of people will behave in way Z.
Value stream: Design the ideal scenario ->
aware, intrigued, trusting, convinced, hopeful,
satisfied, passionate.
Plan: Create a roll-out plan and record all
ideas, assumptions and decisions.

2. Implement
Week 1-2: 2 weeks (12 hours – R3000)
Implement new ideas in selected channels
•

Culture: Company culture, management

•

Offerings: Increase value of products and
service delivery

•

Customers: Build committed relationships and
a shared journey of value creation

•

Revise: Brand guidelines, strategy and
implement on selected channels

4. Learn
Weeks 3-4: 1-3 sessions (in-house)
Keep learning as much as possible
•

Customers: Understand relationships with
customers

•

Offering: Market-service/product fit - Existing
and new markets

•

Improvements: Discover problems, solutions
and ways to eliminate branding waste

•

Research: Discover opportunities for
repositioning, rechannelling and conversion

•

Document: new insights for collective
company learning
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Branding Techniques & Tactics
Below are some ideas for branding tactics.

Review and explore brand recognition

Brand story

When recognising a brand, an instinctive,
emotional reaction is triggered. We react first
and then we think.

Use storyboards, word association, ethnography
and positioning maps to shape the value creation
story behind your brand.

Our patterns of emotional reactivity strongly
influence our decision making. By recognising
a brand quickly and easily, it brings about an
instinctive emotional reaction, therefore it
is important to retain the iconic, distinctive
elements from a successful brand, and keep the
brand as the automatic choice in the client’s mind,
by not forcing them to re-think their recurring
decision to stay with your company, but allowing
them to continue with their instinctive, habitual
behaviour of being your client.

Create a brand storyboard from the customer’s
perspective.

Focus on the positive and make choices easy
for the audience – motivating associations
and satisfactory experiences trigger a positive
instinctive, emotional, familiarity reaction that
leads audience to choosing your brand.

•

the customer’s original state

•

his need/problem

•

how your services/product solved it

•

Test whether this story resonates with clients

•

Align brand communications to tell the story

•

Service/product name, tagline, symbols

•

Write down word-association of the above

•

Test whether these resonate with clients

•

Use A/B tests to select a strong set of brand
symbols and other visual elements

Competitive analysis graph

Deliberate decisions are a risk for established
brands, because it gives the competitors a chance
to win clients over.

•

Find out what your true differentiators are to
attract and retain clients

•

Select two variables (differentiators)

Provide the audience with opportunities to make
instinctive decisions - these instinctive reactions
originate from past positive experiences.

•

Draw a graph and place variables on axis

•

Place competitors on the graph
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Positioning statement

Email

To communicate a value, fill in the blank spaces

Communicate brand updates, new products and
other news to relevant stakeholders to keep
them informed about what changes to expect
to see. In the message, mention what updates
were made, eg. logo, icon and what these
changes reflect. Also reflect the brand story
into the communication eg: “We will continue
to focus on delivering the best security products
and services. We would like to thank our loyal
community for your ongoing support.”

For ___ (target customer) that ___ (need or
opportunity) ___ (service name) is a ___ (service
category) that offers ___ (benefit)

Ethnography
•

Gain insights by observing client behaviour

•

Visit a location where your product/service is
consumed or needed

•

Take notes about activities, environments,
interactions, objects and people

A/B testing

•

Email analytics about subscribers’ behaviour
and interaction with your content

•

www.mailchimp.com

•

www.constantcontact.com

•

Create two versions of a brand asset and test
which one is liked best

Landing pages

•

Ask people to pick a or b

•

Landing page strategies and a/b testing

•

Ask them why they picked it

•

Launch and track landing pages

Social media automation

PR: Engage in or setup free events

Use platforms that schedule posts in advance,
tracking their performance and publishing to
several networks at once

Look for speaking opportunities, eg. events like
meetups, to share knowledge and experiences.
This exposure will bring in new followers and
potential customers.

Website
•

Website content and graphics, blogging

•

Search Engine Optimisation

•

Google Analytics
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Expand the network
•

Make it easy to invite friends

•

Reward referrals

•

Offer online/offline visibility

•

Allow for organic word-of-mouth growth via
social media

Partnerships
Organize collaborative events and campaigns
that benefit both parties and expand audiences.
Leveraging another brand’s audience, you can
increase your reach within a relevant market
segment.
•

Contests

•

Webinars

•

Promotions

•

New products

•

Integrations

Costing
To take you through the initial audit and one
iteration of the process will be a flat-fee of R9000
as specified in the process page.
Design work for the brand ingredients that are
developed within one iteration are included in
the flat-fee.
If design work required exceed 50 hours for
the first iteration, then an additional fee can be
negotiated based on a quotation or by providing
a budget.
Other ad-hoc work that may be required to assist
with ‘inhouse’ activities is charged for at R250/
hour or I can supply a flat-fee quote.
Please let me know if you have any questions and
what your thoughts are about the proposal.
I can put together an itimised quote based on
your feedback.

Logo update process

Benjine Gerber, 0823439719

Current logo

First draft sample for feedback
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